Professor Nicholas John Hoff (1906 – 1997)

Born: 3-Jan-1906
Birthplace: Magyarovar, Hungary
Died: 4-Aug-1997
Location of death: Palo Alto, CA
Religion: Lutheran
Occupation: Engineer
Nationality: United States
Executive summary: Aluminum in aircraft design
Beginning in the 1940s, aeronautical engineer Nicholas J. Hoff studied the flexible stability and advanced the
design of aluminum as a lightweight, thin external skin for increasingly high-speed aircraft. Beginning with a
reinforced aluminum monocoque (external load-bearing shell), Hoff and his students solved the problems of
inward-bulge buckling and the effects of heat generated at high speeds, and conducted research that led to the
adoption of thin aluminum fuselages for commercial airliners. Hoff was also involved in the structural design of
early spacecraft, and devised techniques for shell analysis that were later used in the design of submarines.
Father: Miklos Hoff (dentist)
Mother: Lenke Hoff
Wife: Vivian Church Hoff (m. 1940, d. 1969, no children)
Wife: Ruth Kleczewski Hoff (m. 1972)
Daughter: Karen Kleczewski Brandt (stepdaughter)
High School: Fasori Lutheran Gymnasium, Budapest, Hungary
University: BS Engineering, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (1928)
University: PhD Engineering, Stanford University (1942)
Teacher: Engineering, Polytechnic University of New York (1942-46)
Professor: Engineering, Polytechnic University of New York (1946-57)
Professor: Aeronautical Engineering, Stanford University (1957-71)
Professor: Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1971-97)
ASME Medal 1974
Manfred Weiss Aeroplane and Motor Works Engineer (1929-39)
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
French Academy of Sciences Corresponding Member
National Academy of Engineering
Naturalized US Citizen
Hungarian Ancestry
Author of books:
The Analysis of Structures (1956)
Theory and Experiment in the Solution of Structural Problems of Supersonic Aircraft (1956)
High Temperature Effects in Aircraft Structures (1958)
Monocoque, Sandwich, and Composite Aerospace Structures (1986)

From:
http://www.guggenheimmedal.org/Pages/Medalists.aspx?Title=Hoff
N. J. Hoff was awarded the Guggenheim Medal in 1983:
For a lifetime of significant contributions to the theory and practice of aeronautical structures design as
an outstanding engineering scholar and educator.
The following biography is from the “guggenheimmedal” website identified above:
Dr. Nicholas Hoff was learning to fly gliders during the same era as the Wright brothers were making history at
Kitty Hawk. He was a stress analyst, designer and project engineer for a Hungarian aircraft company, and for a
sideline taught gliding. If that wasn’t enough, he found time for scientific research when other work was slow.
Arriving in the USA prior to World War II, he obtained his Doctorate at Stanford under Dr. S.P. Timoshenko.
Hoff continued research at Stanford, serving on many important scientific boards for the Government. Even
after retirement, he was a consultant on major space programs for various aerospace companies.
His degree in Mechanical Engineering was obtained at Polytechnic Institute of Zurich. In the mid-’30s he
worked in Germany designing the mounting of the Hungarian Gnome-Rhone engine to be installed in the
Junkers JU-86. This gained him much experience in monocoque structure, which continued into the complex
structure design of sandwich and thin-walled reinforced aluminum shells. This evolved into the study of
aerodynamic heating and the thermal stresses occurring at supersonic speeds and in outer space with its lack of
atmosphere for conducting heat away from the structures.
The U.S. Government elected Dr. Hoff to the Scientific Advisory Board of the Air Force; the Advisory Group
for Aeronautical Research to NATO; and various boards and advisory committees of the Navy, NASA and
USAF. He was elected member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering.
Until his death in 1997, Nicholas Hoff continued active participation in several major manufacturing companies
doing design consulting on the Polaris, Poseidon, Saturn and Apollo space vehicles. He wrote and presented
over 200 technical papers, authored and edited at least a half dozen books, along with serving chairmanships of
several international conferences.

1997 tribute by Professors George Springer, Stephen Tsai and Walter Vincenti
In Memoriam:
Everyone who has flown safely in the thin aluminum fuselages of today's commercial jetliners owes a debt of
gratitude to Nicholas J. Hoff. The well-known aeronautical engineer pioneered the study of the stability of such
structures in the 1940s through the '60s.
Hoff, a professor emeritus of aeronautics and astronautics at Stanford University, died at his campus home on
Monday, Aug. 4, of old age.

Born on Jan. 3, 1906 in the small town of Magyarovar in western Hungary, Hoff was eight when his family
moved to Budapest. There, he graduated from the same high school as three other great Hungarian scientists:
physicists Eugene Wigner and Leo Szilard, and mathematician John von Neumann.
"He was one of the last of this group of great Hungarian scientists, including Wigner, Szilard, von Neumann,
Teller and von Karman, who came to the United States in the period between World War I and II," said George
Springer, chairman of Stanford's aeronautics and astronautics department.
As a boy, Hoff was an avid reader, especially of books on geography and history. He read widely in Hungarian
and German literature. Private lessons in English and French helped him cultivate his linguistic gifts. He played
the violin in the school orchestra. But it was his interest in sports that lead to his career in aeronautics.
Hoff was an enthusiastic and versatile sportsman who engaged in track, tennis, swimming, skiing, fencing and
boxing. While studying mechanical engineering under Aurel Stodola, the famed professor of thermodynamics
and steam turbine design, at the Polytechnic Institute of Zurich, Switzerland, Hoff discovered mountain
climbing and gliding. His interest in gliding caused him to change shift to aeronautics, despite advice to the
contrary that his father solicited from von Karman.
Despite this discouragement, Hoff persevered and finally obtained a position with the only Hungarian airplane
company at the time, the Manfred Weiss Aeroplane and Motor Works of Budapest. He spent 10 years from
1929 to 1939 designing training planes and fighters for the clandestine Hungarian air force. When the work load
was light, he carried out various research projects and became interested in analyzing aircraft structures.
After working with German aeronautical engineers on aircraft that Hungary purchased in 1935, Hoff decided
that he needed more freedom than the Hungarian system provided. So he wrote to the famous mechanical
engineer Stephen P. Timoshenko, who taught at Stanford, and asked if he could continue his studies of
structural stability there. Timoshenko agreed, and Hoff arrived on campus in April 1939.
Hoff received his doctoral degree in 1942. The war in Europe kept him from returning to Hungary as he had
intended. He was offered an instructor's position at the Polytechnic Institute in Brooklyn. There, he and his
students began exploring both theoretically and experimentally the stability problems of a new type of aircraft
construction technique: reinforced aluminum monocoque. They were the first to identify a serious instability in
this system, called inward-bulge buckling, and come up with ways to prevent it. Hoff studied the buckling in
aluminum sandwich materials that are widely used in today's aircraft. He also investigated the effects that
supersonic heating had on the stability of aircraft wings and fuselages.
In 1957 Stanford Provost Frederick Terman brought Hoff to Stanford to start an independent department of
aeronautical engineering. Under Hoff and his immediate successors, Professors Arthur E. Bryson and Robert H.
Cannon, the department developed into one of America's leading centers of teaching and research in aeronautics
and astronautics. In 1995 the National Research Council ranked Stanford's doctoral program in aeronautical
engineering third in the nation.
Equally as important to his Stanford colleagues, Hoff set a tone of friendliness and collegiality that has come to
characterize the department, said Walter Vincenti, professor emeritus of aeronautics and astronautics, who was
a long-time friend and colleague. "He was a fine leader for the department. He could get along with just about
anyone, and he was very encouraging to people who worked for him. To this day, the department is a very

congenial place because of the tone that he helped set. He also worked closely with lots and lots of graduate
students."
While at Stanford, Hoff continued with his basic work on the stability of thin-shelled structures. In 1965 he
published a famous textbook on the subject titled "The Analysis of Structures." Although his focus was
primarily on aeronautical structures, much of his work was extremely general and has been applied in a number
of different fields. His pioneering advanced shell analysis method, for example, was used in designing nuclear
submarines.
Hoff's entire body of work includes more than 200 papers and six books. He received virtually every major
award in his field, including the Centennial Medal of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
the Theodore von Karman Medal of ASME, the Daniel Guggenheim Medal, the von Karman Lecturership of
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and the Wilbur Wright Memorial Lecturership of the
Royal Aeronautical Society in London.
In addition to his teaching and research activities, throughout his career Hoff kept in close touch with his field
by serving as a consultant to industry and government. He served on advisory boards for the U.S. Air Force,
NATO, NASA and its predecessor, NACA, and the U.S. Navy. He also was active in several engineering
societies.
An individual with enormous energy, Hoff operated on an international stage. Nowhere was that more evident
than the period after he retired from Stanford in 1971. He served as a visiting professor at several institutions
including Monash University in Melbourne, Australia; the Cranford Institute of Technology in England; and his
alma mater, the Polytechnic Institute of Zurich. His worldwide reputation is also illustrated by his election not
only to the U.S. National Academy of Engineering, but also to the Hungarian Academy of Science, the French
Academy of Sciences, the French National Academy of Air and Space and the International Academy of
Astronautics.
According to Vincenti, Hoff lived life with considerable gusto. He injured his hip in an accident when he was a
young man. When hip replacement surgery was first developed in Europe, he traveled to Zurich for the
operation. Following the operation, he was so active that he eventually wore out the first prosthesis and had it
replaced. In fact, he kept up a relatively vigorous schedule until just a few months before his death: swimming
every other day and dropping into the department twice a week to consult with colleagues
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